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Bird-watching is an increasingly popular leisure activity. Previous research has taken-for-
granted the identity of people who watch birds, often categorised by their level of skilled 
practice as ‘dude’, ‘birder’ or ‘twitcher. Feminist geographers encourage us to explore 
identity work as an outcome of the reciprocal relationships between practices and place. Our 
feminist approach illustrates that the practices of bird-watching are always much more than 
categorising birds as species. This paper illustrates how the practices of bird-watching are 
integral to the making and remaking of sense of place as ‘home’ and ‘away’, to sustain 
identities beyond accepted categories of ‘dude’, ‘birder’ and ‘twitcher’. The creation and 
application of different types of ‘bird-lists’ helps to explain the ways practices of bird-
watching facilitate making sense of place as simultaneously ‘home’, ‘away’ and habitat, as 
well as the identity work of home-maker, citizen-scientist and tourist. Our insights into these 
leisure practices of bird-watching are drawn from analysis of data gathered from 21 people 
who actively bird-watch and reside on the South Coast, New South Wales, Australia by 
combining research methods of talking, walking, drawing and photography.  
 
Key words 
Embodied geographies; bird-watching; nonhuman; home; leisure; practice 
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Introduction 
So the things that come to mind are beauty, relaxation, creation, rest; they’re amorphic 
sort of things that I can only draw if I drew a calm scene, because they’re the sorts of 
feelings. It’s more to do with, yeah, the aesthetics and the calm and the slowness and 
the um … just being able to be quiet, it’s not busy, it’s not rushed, it has a lot more to 
do with the emotional connection with where you are.  
(Lyn, 60s, school counsellor, club-member, Eurobodalla) 
 
The emotional bonds traced through Lyn’s words illustrate the aim of this paper; to explore 
the practices of bird-watching in relationship to place. Walking around her property, Lyn 
emphasises the body and sensory engagements as central to not only learning how to bird-
watch, but also why she continues to actively encounter and list birds. Using an app1, Lyn 
keeps a digital list of the birds she has encountered and identified on her iPhone. Lyn is not 
alone among participants in this research, with hectic paid or unpaid working lives, who 
emphasise the therapeutic and emotional place-based attachments sustained through the 
practices of encountering and listing birds. The aim of this paper is to better understand the 
embodied spatialities of the practices of bird-watching and listing. Lyn keeps a list that 
documents the birds she encounters and identifies on her property, and she can quantify how 
many, and which birds she has identified over the past three years. However, rather than 
numbers or names of birds, she emphasises the sensory experiences: relaxation, rest, calm, 
and slowness. Lyn values the sense of calm she feels from encountering and listing birds, 
which then helps her forge emotional place-based attachments. For Lyn, it is the sense of 
calm and emotional connection with where she is that inspires her to continue to bird-watch 
                                                
1 The Michael Morcombe eGuide to the Birds of Australia (Morcombe 2012) is essentially a digitisation of a 
popular textual field guide by the same author, but with the addition of audio files of bird-calls. The app 
provides users with the opportunity to document their own lists of observations, which can then be sorted by 
date, location or species. 
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and keep a list. We argue that research that focuses on categorising people who watch birds 
by their listing practices overlooks the spatial imperative of the practices of bird-watching 
and listing that are crucial to ongoing actualisation of the self and everyday conceptions of 
places, including those understood and experienced as ‘home’ and ‘away’. 
 
The promise of fleeting visual or sonic encounters with free-ranging, charismatic birds is an 
increasingly popular leisure activity in capitalist societies, including Australia. As evidenced 
by the growth in both domestic and international based tourism (Jones & Buckley 2001; 
Connell 2009; Green & Jones 2010; Kim et al. 2010), and recent social commentary on bird-
watching and “bird-watchers” in popular media (Best of the Drawing Room: Twitchers 2013; 
Hello Birdy 2014; Long Story Short: Birds 2014) birds are enrolled in capitalist production of 
value the world-over. At the same time, fleeting encounters with charismatic birds provide 
one example of an environmentalism that continues to rely primarily on visual or sonic 
encounters, rather than providing opportunities to touch, hold, or pat (see Cloke & Perkins 
2005; Lorimer 2012). Birdlife Australia (2013), Australia’s largest non-governmental bird 
conservation organisation, currently boasts a membership base exceeding 10,000 people. The 
skills of a further 25,000 people play a key role in the generation of environmental-
knowledge through citizen-science projects run by Birdlife Australia nationwide. In addition, 
many thousands of other individuals are involved in citizen-science through localised public 
conservation networks or private arrangements. Citizen-science is normally characterised as 
volunteering to collect data for biodiversity monitoring projects, using methods of 
observation, identification and recording-keeping that conform to notions of scientific rigour 
and validity. 
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In this context, we began researching people who actively encounter and list birds. Academic 
and social norms ‘naturalise’ bird-watcher identities and relationships through practices such 
as keeping lists. For example, keeping a bird-list is one way to differentiate a ‘bird-watcher’ 
from a ‘dude’ or a ‘twitcher’ (Connell 2009). Overlooked in these accounts are the everyday 
lived experiences of encountering and listing birds in particular places. With the notable 
exceptions of Lorimer (2008) and Hui (2013), missing from the literature is a sense of 
personal bird-watching geographies, detailing explicit embodied geographies of encounter 
and listing as spatial practices. To help fill this gap we designed a project that explicitly 
explores the links between bird-watching practices and spatial decisions, and between place 
and identity. Drawing on the work of feminist scholars we think about the practices of 
encountering birds and generating bird-lists, not in terms of a particular market category, or 
level of skill, but in terms of the spatial imperatives of bird-watching places, identities and 
subjectivities.  
 
In what follows, the first section reviews the bird-watching literature to help contextualise our 
conceptual framework. We offer a performative approach to understanding the spatial 
imperatives of the practices of bird-watching, which involves the entanglement of lists, 
bodies, binoculars, field-guides and other technologies across geographical space. Next we 
discuss the research design and methods; the findings are based on narrative and discourse 
analyses. The third section draws on the empirical data to highlight how the spatial 
imperative of bird-watching places, identities and subjectivities collide to produce distinct 
understandings of birds, self and place. Drawing on personal geographies, we detail how the 
embodied spatialities of encountering and listing birds involves a relational process between 
sets of ideas that fashion places as ‘home’ and ‘away’. In conclusion we outline some of the 
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implications of attending to embodied geographical knowledge and personal geographies for 
researching bird-watching and appeal for further research. 
 
Progress in research on bird-watching 
Bird-watching in affluent capitalist economies is increasingly drawing the attention of leisure 
studies scholars. One strand of literature focuses on how bird-watching practices are 
mediated through different technologies. For example, Chambers (2007) incorporated Urry’s 
(2002) concept of the ‘tourist gaze’ to appraise the practice of viewing birds through CCTV 
at three bird-watching centres in Scotland. Likewise, Dunaway’s (2000), Sheard’s (1999) and 
Watson’s (2011) discussions of the bird-picturing practices of naturalists and bird-watchers 
alert us to how the way we look is always a selective and learnt practice, embedded in 
particular sets of ideas, technologies and audiences. These authors conclude that the practice 
of viewing birds mediated by the picturing practices of cameras serves to further enforce 
dualist understanding of nature as ‘out there’, separate from humans. 
 
Classification of practitioners is however the dominant strand of research into studies of bird-
watching. The recreational specialisation approach to bird-watching normally employs 
surveys and inferential statistics to cluster and classify practitioners according to shared 
motivations (McFarlane 1994; Scott et al. 1999; Hvenegaard 2002; Moore et al. 2008), 
knowledge and skills (Scott & Schafer 2001; Scott & Thigpen 2003; Moore et al. 2008), 
conservation involvement (Hvenegaard 2002), setting preferences (Martin 1997; Cole & 
Scott 1999; Scott &Thigpen 2003), expenditure (Moore et al. 2008), and personal or 
behavioural commitment (Scott et al. 1999; Scott & Thigpen 2003). The outcome of this 
recreational specialisation approach is the segmentation of people who watch birds into 
categories broadly defined as casual, novice, intermediate and advanced (see McFarlane 
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1994: 361 and Cole & Scott 1999: 45). This social hierarchy, underpinned by identifiable 
differences in bird-watching practices, has also gained traction in the contemporary 
understanding among high-profile commentators advocating for bird-watching. For example, 
comedian and entertainer Bill Oddie (2006) (formerly of “The Goodies” fame) discusses, in 
common British vernacular: dude, birder and twitcher. A social hierarchy of bird-watchers is 
central to western thinking about this leisure practice.  
 
The categories produced by the recreational specialisation approach are largely taken-for-
granted and extend to other areas of bird-watching literature (see McFarlane 1994; Martin 
1997; Cole & Scott 1999; Scott et al. 1999; Hvenegaard 2002; Scott & Thigpen 2003; Burr 
&Scott 2004; Eubanks et al. 2004; Scott et al. 2005; Moore et al. 2008; Sheard 1999; Tsaur 
& Liang 2008). A case in point is the work of Connell (2009). In reviewing the bird-watching 
literature and establishing a research agenda for geographers, Connell (2009) discusses the 
pre-existing social categories used to create a social hierarchy among people who watch birds 
as leisure activity. These categories include birders and twitchers. According to Connell 
(2009: 204) birders are: 
 
…a subset of birdwatchers who are not merely looking with pleasure, but are interested 
in scientific classification, environmental issues and the more detailed study of birds, 
though they reject any obsession with lists. 
 
Instead, Connell (2009) ascribes an “obsession with lists” to the twitcher subset. He defines 
twitching as, “a particular kind of ‘collecting’ tourism, as twitchers travel great distances to 
see rare species and accumulate lengthening lists of birds” (Connell 2009: 206). He asserts 
that the list is a key point of reference for discerning between those he classifies as serious 
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and hobbyist bird-watchers, and draws attention to the allure of the practice of watching and 
“ticking-off” coveted bird species from a list. Yet, in emphasising the making of lists, birds 
are transformed to a ‘fact’ and people are transformed into categories of bird-watchers. 
Consequently, Connell (2009) follows the long established practice of attempting to 
categorise people who watch birds within particular criteria, rather than thinking about the 
reciprocal spatial relationships that constitute a ‘bird-watcher’ in situ. 
 
In this context, we adopt a feminist approach that enables us to examine the embodied 
spatiality of bird-watching and listing practices. We are not the first to reconceptualise the 
practice/study of bird-watching. For example, in her study of bird-watching and patchwork 
quilting mobilities Hui (2013) draws on the work of Reckwitz (2002: 249-250) to foreground 
the concept of praktik; that is, the relationship between practices, mobilities and performance. 
In this way, to understand bird-watching and listing as performance – as practices inseparable 
from mobilities – highlights the role of non-human bodies and objects in shaping bird-
watching subjectivities. Instead, to help us to reposition and foreground lived experiences as 
central to our spatial thinking, we take our lead from feminist scholars to investigate the 
spatial imperatives of the practices of bird-watching subjectivities and identities without 
resorting to pre-existing social hierarchies of bird-watchers2. We borrow the term ‘spatial 
imperative of subjectivity’ from Probyn (2003), who describes the reciprocal relationships 
between subjectivity and space; as we shape space, space shapes us. Space and subjectivities 
are rethought as relational achievements, power-laden constructions emerging from a 
                                                
2 While the objective of this paper is, in part, to do away with the labelling and restrictive categorisation of 
people who watch birds, in the interests of clarity it is impossible not to discuss and explore an assemblage of 
practices and subjects without some reference to descriptive terminology. Consequently, in writing this paper, 
we distinguish between birdwatcher and bird-watcher. When using birdwatcher we do so in reference to the 
hierarchical category used to describe a particular subset of people who watch birds. Birdwatcher, written in this 
context, is just one of the labels commonly used in academic scholarship and popular media. For the purposes of 
this article we adopt the term bird-watcher to describe anyone who participates in the activity of watching birds. 
We do not use bird-watcher as a label or hierarchical category, rather we use bird-watcher interchangeably with 
the phrase people who watch birds. 
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constellation of trajectories with the potential for differentiation. This scholarship and 
approach is helpful in at least two ways. First, the focus on the spatiality of subjectivity offers 
new ways of thinking about bird-watching as an immanent process of ‘becoming’ that 
involves humans and non-humans, the living and the dead, the past and present, as well as the 
here and elsewhere. Rather than containing bird-watcher within prescribed categories, these 
ideas open up possibilities to think about the creative potential of lived experiences through 
interplay between bodily reaction and consciousness, stimulus and reaction, affect and 
emotion. Thus, Probyn (2003) encourages us to think of bodies that learn to encounter birds 
as elements of an unpredictable relational geography that is simultaneously biological, 
psychological, physiological, social and cultural.  
 
Second, this thinking underscores the importance of how the personal is entangled within 
social structures. The practice of bird-watching is framed by the historical weight of wider 
cultural, economic and political structures including those of ecotourism, environment and 
wilderness. Encountering and listing birds disciplines the body in particular ways. However, 
bird-watching is not just about the ways bodies are disciplined through field-guides, 
technologies, or social norms; embodied practices and lived experiences are also extremely 
personal. The subject of the bird-watcher is therefore conceived to involve embodied 
histories (including memories, skills and affects) that are allowed to fluoresce, or fade, within 
particular spatial and temporal contexts. The subjectivity of a bird-watcher is conceptualised 
here as always being the outcome of an ongoing, situated, reciprocal relationship between 
human bodies (differentiated by skills, experience and biology), non-human bodies (including 
birds, trees, water, sand, mammals and insects), technologies (including clothes, binoculars, 
phone apps and audio-recorders), as well as being entangled in ideas communicated and 
circulated through texts (including field-guides, web-sites and brochures). The next section 
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considers the methodological implications of researching lived experiences alongside the 
social, cultural and political structures that fashion the practices of bird-watching.  
 
Research Design  
Fieldwork for this paper was conducted in April-June 2013 on the New South Wales (NSW) 
South Coast, Australia. The research area crossed six Local Government Areas from 
Wollongong to the Victorian border. The recruitment of adults who consciously encounter 
and list birds relied on tapping into the administrative networks of five bird-watching 
organisations. Of these, the fieldwork focussed on three organisations: Illawarra Birders, 
Eurobodalla Natural History Society, and Far South Coast Bird Watchers Inc. The presidents 
of these institutions gave consent for us to speak at a club meeting or to circulate a Participant 
Information Sheet to members. In total 17 participants were recruited from these bird-
watching organisations. An additional four participants, who were not members of clubs, 
were recruited through personal networks. The participants were differentiated by their 
employment status: 14 were retired or semi-retired, 7 were in full-time employment. In terms 
of sex, 14 were women and 7 were men. Only one participant was less than 40 years of age. 
None claimed an Indigenous Australian identity. Omitted by this recruitment process were 
also children and younger people who encounter and list birds. Participants shared ideas of 
the South Coast as a ‘rural idyll’ in which to live, bird-watching as a leisure practice and the 
stigmatised identity from the practices of bird-watching. Ours is an analysis of the 
experiences of encountering, identifying and listing framed by older, Anglo-European 
Australian, middle-class sensibilities. All participants consented to use of their actual first 
name.  
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None of the authors identify themselves as bird-watchers, nor do we possess the practiced 
knowledge or skills. Instead, we arrived at this project intrigued by how our family members 
relate to birds and fashion attachments to place through their bird-watching practices. The 
research project was facilitated by our familiarity with some of the organisations, texts, 
technologies and skills enrolled to facilitate practices of bird-watching. Having witnessed 
family members bird-watching, there was also some familiarity with the emotions and affects 
of encountering, or not, an (un)anticipated bird. Therefore, the author who conducted the 
fieldwork (Carrie) had points of commonality with most participants but was inexperienced 
in the practice of bird-watching. Through the fieldwork she was constantly learning the skills 
and embodied knowledge from experienced practitioners. Hence, there are undoubtedly 
silences in what was asked, noted, felt and recorded.  
 
To better understand the embodied, the fleeting and the ephemeral in practices of 
encountering and listing birds, the project design used semi-structured interviews alongside 
participant observation. As part of the consent process, participants were asked to provide a 
copy of their bird-list(s) at the interview. Semi-structured interviews were normally 
conducted outside, in places where participants regularly encounter birds, and varied in 
length from 40 to 120 minutes. Participants responded to open questions structured around 
six themes: 1) bird-watching history; 2) travel and bird-watching; 3) lists and listing; 4) skills, 
technologies and practices; 5) learning about yourself; and 6) learning about birds. Open 
questions were employed as starting points rather than end points in generating a bird-
watching life-narrative. To help explore the first theme, participants were asked to convey 
their experience of bird-watching through a sketch. For some participants the picture helped 
convey that bird-watching was not just about ideas of watching birds, but also the affective 
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ties and pushes often difficult to convey in words. For example, in reflecting upon her sketch, 
Sylvia (60s, retired public servant, club-member, Bega Valley) said: 
 
I don’t draw, but it [bird-watching] means something more to me than I could possibly 
draw – that is the problem … I could draw a lot of birds, that gives you the idea, but it’s 
about being outside, it’s being about, out in the countryside; a bit of social contact, and 
it’s communing with nature.  
 
Drawing on arguments outlined by Kearns (2010), Anderson (2004) and Harper (2002), 
employing a multi-faceted qualitative mixed methodology ensured that the empirical data 
gathered was rich in detail. The methods chosen were integral for a project aiming to explore 
the intersections of discourse, surveillance, performativity, embodied histories, embodied 
encounter, skills, emotions and affects of encountering and listing birds. Eighteen participants 
consented to one of the authors joining them while walking and bird-watching. Talking, 
walking, photographing and watching birds provided an opportunity for participants to share 
bird-watching skills-in-practice and narratives about their personal lives, as well as emotional 
attachments to specific birds and places informed by experience and previous knowledge. 
This context provides a spontaneity to the narratives, which was missing from the semi-
structured interview. Photographs were taken along the walk to help trace the affective 
responses triggered by (un)planned encounters with birds. At the end of the walk, the 
photographs were used as prompts in a follow-up conversation, and provided insights to 
affective and emotional relationships.  
 
The methodological challenges posed by studying embodied experiences, skills, affective ties 
and emotional attachments are well versed in the literature. Following the advice of 
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Dewsbury et al. (2002), in this paper we move beyond critiques that position texts as ‘blunt’ 
instruments to instead explore bodily sensations, moods and emotions. Our interpretation of 
bird-watching life-narratives and talking, walking, photographing and observing relies on a 
form of analysis, termed by Gubrium and Holstein (2009), as ‘narrative ethnography’. This 
analytical approach is attentive to how the language that participants draw upon meditates 
how they make sense of bird-watching in their lives. Narrative ethnography demands being 
alert to how stories are told, as well as the tone, speed and rhythm of speech. When combined 
with the photographs and participant observation, notes such as alertness allow us to consider 
the active, ambiguous role that bodily judgements play in bird-watching; narrated as 
emotions, moods or sensations. Together, the participant observation and semi-structured 
interviews provide insights into the reciprocal relationships between the lives of birds and 
participants. In order to explore the spatial imperative of bird-watching subjectivities the next 
section examines how the practices of bird-watching help fashion ideas and sustain 
understandings of self and place as ‘home’ and ‘away’.  
 
Birds, bird-watching, bird-lists and spatialised selves 
‘Home’ and ‘away’ were key emergent themes of the personal geographies of participants. 
Narratives explicitly revolved around the spatial practices and experiences of bird-watching 
and listing, which illustrate that subjectivities are constituted through relational processes and 
negotiations between sites understood as ‘home’ and ‘away’. Each narrative of the practices 
of bird-watching and listing revealed a great deal about the reciprocal relationships between 
birds, home and travel. For all participants, vital to structuring their bird-watching life 
narrative and bird-watching experiences is the capacity to identify, classify and differentiate 
between birds through the social norms of ornithology; that being the study of birds as 
‘species’. The capacity to name and list birds ‘naturalises’ bird-watching identities and 
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relationships in most everyday environments, enabling performances of bird-watching 
identities and relationships that are both planned and spontaneous, facilitating participants to 
shape and reshape spaces of identity-affirmation, relationship-building and community-
identification. Our discussion explores the particular role of bird-watching and bird-listing in 
constituting spatialised selves in and through places of ‘home’ and ‘away’. First, we explore 
bird-watching as a home-making practice in which the past and present, here and elsewhere 
are linked. We then turn our attention to bird-watching as a travelling practice in which 
‘home’ and a sense of belonging, comfort and familiarity are fashioned in ‘away’ places.  
 
Bird-watching as a home-making practice: linking ‘past’ and ‘present’, ‘here’ and 
‘elsewhere’ 
How bird-watching subjectivities and home are entangled with and mediated by notions of 
past and present, and here and elsewhere, is illustrated by Janet (70s, retired, club-member, 
Eurobodalla). For sixty years, and at three different properties, Janet has kept comprehensive, 
diarized records of the birds she has encountered. For Janet, in the socio-spatial relations of 
each property, homemaking is tied to her ability to identify and produce written accounts of 
bird species. Reading an entry from one of her diarized bird-lists, she reflected: 
 
There’s the Grey Falcon – that’s the only time I ever saw the Grey Falcon! [Janet 
reads from the diary entry]. “Two perched on top of the Redbox Gum and the first one 
flew away and I had a good look at the other”. And I remember I rang up my good 
birdo friends in Melbourne and they came up especially but it had gone of course the 
next day! [Laughs] And then that’s all about the Mallee Fowls. We did have a Mallee 
Fowl’s mound on the property so we watched that for a whole year.  
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Janet illustrates the emotional and social dimensions of bird-watching and bird-lists. She 
demonstrates how places become ‘home’ through practices of bird-watching. Janet illustrates 
the emotional work of bird-lists in remembering homes past. To follow Rose (2003) and 
Edwards and Hart (2004) in their discussion of photographs, although physically and 
temporally separated, Janet’s relived feeling of belonging hinges on the bird-list. For Janet, 
the bird-list is an equally powerful prompt for facilitating place-based attachments and 
belonging. In this sense, bird-lists illustrate how the process of homemaking combines the 
past and present to create a powerful prompt for feelings of comfort, proximity, 
connectedness and belonging, with the severed physical and social relationships of homes 
past.  
 
Likewise, Julie (50s, retired business consultant, club-member, Eurobodalla) illustrates how 
self and home as places of belonging are mutually constituted through the emotional work 
and spatial practices of bird-watching and listing. Julie illustrates the entanglement of notions 
of home, migration, bird-species, biodiversity, and environment: 
 
We outgrew our Southern Highlands property so we looked for a larger property and 
bought one at Moruya Heads and when we arrived there, there were all these new bird 
calls, all these new birds! And I started to learn and bought more books and more CDs 
and tapes and what have you because it’s a larger property and I really wanted to measure 
the biodiversity of the property through the species of everything, of birds and all types of 
animals and flora as well.  
 
Julie illustrates the concept of home-making as an oscillating process of reassigning and 
reprocessing pasts and elsewhere; in this case her knowledge of the birds she encountered in 
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the Southern Highlands inspires her to continue bird-watching at her new property. Julie’s 
sense of home is grounded in a working scientific knowledge of birds, flowers and trees on 
her property. In her words, ‘I like to know about what’s in my environment’. Julie’s 
understanding of ‘home’ follows that of Massey (1992) in that ‘home’ is not defined in terms 
of the bricks and mortar of a physical household. Rather, Julie talks of ‘a place called home’, 
a place that is simultaneously understood as ‘habitat’, a place that encompasses relationships 
configured by an enhanced scientific knowledge of plants, frogs, the lake and birds. The 
yearning for place-based attachments of home motivates an ongoing process of learning to 
identify and familiarise herself with bird species. The process of learning to identify bird 
species becomes part of the emotional work of home-making. In doing so, Julie links her 
house, home, property, biodiversity and species of birds into a single narrative.  
 
But Julie’s sense of home extends far beyond the relationships confined within her property’s 
physical boundaries. Her skill in identifying bird-species has facilitated relationships with 
franchised naturalist societies. When making bird-lists for biodiversity monitoring Julie 
illustrates the reciprocal relationship between self and place through practices of citizen-
science and making places to call home: 
 
There’s nothing I enjoy more now than doing bird-surveys and being under 
pressure, you know, a twenty minute period of time to identify each and every call, 
there’s nothing more rewarding and satisfying than doing that ... I mean it’s [the 
Bush Heritage Survey] a real challenge, and it’s exhausting, but it’s very rewarding 
and I know it’s going into biodiversity monitoring for those properties …  
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Julie’s bird-lists help confirm her sense of self as a citizen-scientist, while at the same time 
shaping places as home within the technological, social and regulatory networks that 
comprise a scientific community. For Julie, the pressure to correctly identify birds according 
to their taxonomical classification becomes fuel to reinforce feelings of responsibility for, and 
sensitivity to, the non-human world, her sense of self as member of a naturalist community, 
and also her place-based attachments to Moruya Heads as home. Julie reveals how her sense 
of self and space are mutually constituted and reconstituted through bird-watching practices 
and experiences.  
 
The community-building function of bird-watching that flourishes from weaving together the 
history, identity and environmental politics of citizen-science, biodiversity, endangered 
species and nature reserves cannot be overemphasised. As well as providing an understanding 
of individual identity, personal interrelationships with the collective identities and practices 
of bird-watching social groups help to shape and reshape notions of self and place. For 
example, Barbara (70s, retired teacher, club-member, Bega Valley) left behind the collective 
practices and self-actualisation offered by a bird-watching social group in Sydney when she 
retired to the Far South Coast of NSW with her husband, around 20 years ago. This spatial 
and social transition reinforced for Barbara the importance of becoming oneself through 
identification with home, bird species, bird-lists and a like-minded community of bird-
watchers. As a personal response to moving to the Far South Coast, Barbara founded a bird-
watching club. As she explained: 
 
My world, whether I wanted it to or not, has revolved around the club because I’ve been 
so determined to see it succeed, that I’ve really put an awful lot of time into that.  
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As Ahmed (2000) suggests, when leaving home is narrated as a journey towards a new home, 
this may result in reinforcing the idea of home as familiarity, comfort and belonging. In doing 
so, for Barbara, creating a sense of ‘home’ on the Far South Coast is underpinned by a 
longing for comfort, safety, and becoming oneself through relationship-building in a bird-
watching community. Home is not fixed to the house, but to the unending homemaking 
practices needed to sustain a bird-watching club and all kinds of subjectivities including and 
beyond that of the citizen-scientist. As Blunt and Varley (2004: 4) suggest, Barbara’s 
“geography of home” influences and is influenced by “social relations not only within, but 
also far beyond the household”. Barbara’s narrative confirms the notion of home as a process 
of establishing connections with like-minded people and creating a sense of belonging (Blunt 
& Dowling 2006). For Barbara there is a symbiotic relationship between the practices of bird-
watching, home-making, self-actualisation, community-formation and citizen-science. For 
Barbara, the practices of encountering, identifying and listing birds informed by the historical 
weight of ornithology was important to building scientifically informed and environmentally 
responsible communities:   
 
Well if you’re interested in birds, you may as well make use of it – use the knowledge 
and store the knowledge and share the knowledge, help other people to understand 
birds and learn about birds and have an interest.  
 
Arriving on the South Coast, Barbara’s sense of “belonging” and sense of place as “home” 
hinged on sharing her passion for bird-watching with others; in particular her knowledge of 
identifying and listing birds encountered for the purposes of citizen-science.  
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Barbara later comments that bird-watching is “an interest which can take me anywhere and 
can be a communication tool with other people; it can be an interest forever”. Following 
Lorimer (2007), Barbara’s feelings of belonging are experienced as both sited and mobile. 
Home is not just a place of domestic living; rather Barbara understands that people can 
belong and feel at home anywhere, as long as they are linked to the social, regulatory and 
technological norms that fashion the practices of bird-watching. She emphasizes that bird-
watchers share a sense of collective identity, thus regardless of where they go there is a 
common bond between people who watch birds. We further explore this theme of belonging 
and home-making through mobility and travel in the next section. 
 
Bird-watching as a travelling practice: home-making in ‘away’ places  
In this section we turn our attention to how the capacity to understand and feel at ‘home’ in 
places ‘away’ when travelling is shaped by practices of bird-watching. Travel attains a 
critical role for people who watch birds. Participants described in different ways how their 
place-based attachments and self-fulfilment is facilitated through journeys to encounter birds 
and list birds in places away from the NSW South Coast. Crucially, participants spoke about 
how different bird-watching practices are called upon to enable a sense of belonging while 
travelling.   
 
The construction of a bird-list in itself is a form of identity work. The practice of maintaining 
a ‘life-list’3 offers insight to travel geographies and intimate connections between places and 
identities, over a life-course. Take for instance Chris (60s, retired, club-member, Wollongong 
City) whose life-list plays a key role in mediating his bird-watching practices and travel. Of 
                                                
3 ‘Life-list’ is the term given to a list of all of the species a person has encountered and identified in their life, 
usually with details about the sighting, such as date and location, and whether the bird was identified audibly or 
visually.  
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the approximately 800 bird species native to Australia, according to his list Chris has 
encountered and identified 700. In the process of creating a life-list of bird species, Chris 
reveals an inherent spatial process fashioned by the scientific gaze of ornithology. For 
example, Chris spoke about his detailed knowledge of the biography of particular species of 
birds prompting travel to specific places: 
 
Some of them [bird species] are very restricted. Like, you know, some of the Grass 
Wrens they’re very restricted in their habitat, so we’ll travel to Mount Isa to see two 
species because they’re only found around Mount Isa. 
 
Becoming a bird-watcher is essentially a spatial matter, underpinned by knowledge of 
biogeography and ornithology. Chris’ practice of keeping a life-list is not a simple assertion 
of a need to differentiate himself within a social hierarchy of bird-watchers. There are 
important embodied spatialities that convey insights to the links between place and identity, 
bird-watching practices and travel. For example, as Chris explained: 
 
Carrie: What is it that fascinates you about birds? 
Chris: I dunno, it’s just interesting, you know. I think it’s like you work out how to 
see a bird and then you make your plans and then you go somewhere and then you 
finally get there and see it and it’s like a game, I suppose. And you’ve succeeded even 
if you didn’t see it; you still succeed getting there and you’ve enjoyed yourself. 
 
Acquiring specific knowledge of birds before departing is an important aspect of the practice 
of maintaining a bird-list when travelling. Learning about places far away from the NSW 
South Coast as ‘habitat’ and sensitising human bodies to the movement and sounds of a 
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particular bird species is essential to the emotional rewards of actively encountering, 
identifying and listing birds.  
 
Like Chris, Paul (40s, Australia Post, club-member, Wollongong City) illustrates that the 
pleasures derived from travelling and ‘doing’ bird-watching ‘well’ requires ongoing learning 
about places as habitat and a heightened sensitivity to bird-life, even if birds themselves are 
never witnessed. At the time of our fieldwork, Paul was in the process of planning a trip to 
Lake Cargelligo, in central NSW, for bird-watching. Fundamental to this was consultation of 
other peoples’ bird-lists to help configure his sense of self, birds and place when travelling: 
 
These are Lake Cargelligo lists; for the sewerage ponds, the railway line and the Lake, 
Condobolin Road, the wetlands there. And these are all lists of people who have seen 
birds, as well as the percentage of times they have actually been recorded, when 
people have been out at that time of year. So what I’m doing now is going through all 
these birds and, “Oh I don’t know that one”, and I look it up in the book so that I can 
get there and know what I’m looking at. So that it’s not something that I’d never done 
before. So this is my list. That list came from the Eremaea site4.  
 
Paul illustrates how texts serve as mediating artefacts, which simultaneously intercede and 
facilitate proximate encounters between people, birds and space. As Lynch and Law (1998) 
argue, texts participate in the process of learning and knowing birds as both a cultural 
framing and a sensitising device that shapes where, when and what birds people encounter, 
identify and list. In the words of Lynch and Law (1998: 321), “there is thus a reflexive 
                                                
4 Eremaea Birds, now operating as Eremaea eBird (2014), is a web-interface that enables participants to upload 
and retrieve observation records from lists of birds encountered at a specific location and/or time period. 
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relationship between the literary phenomenon of the list and the embodied and interactional 
performance of observation and representation”. Moreover, shared bird-lists become part of a 
spatial network and a means to foster both individual and collective identity formation. Chris 
and Paul sustain a sense of identity as bird-watchers when travelling through their use of 
texts. Employing their highly specialised knowledge to travel to specific destinations in order 
to identify and list birds is crucial for promoting a sense of belonging, familiarity and 
connection to places ‘away’ from the NSW South Coast. Chris’ and Paul’s accounts reveal 
how practices of bird-watching disrupt ideas of ‘home’ and ‘away’ as discrete spaces. 
Instead, the pleasures of bird-watching while travelling involve seeking out and 
implementing codified and tacit knowledge to gain close proximity to bird species across 
geographical scales categorised as home and away. 
 
Likewise, David (60s, retired manager with NPWS, club-member, Eurobodalla) demonstrates 
how making sense of being and becoming a bird-watcher is essentially a spatial matter. 
Unlike Chris and Paul, for David bird-watching is not the fundamental reason for travelling, 
but it may influence the choice of sites he visits. David explains:  
 
Yeah, it’s [birds] not the reason we travel. But it’s the reason sometimes you go certain 
places. And I’ll use last year as an example. We decided to take the camper away for a 
couple of months and see some parts of Australia we hadn’t seen. … We spent about a 
week in the Port Lincoln area walking and bird-watching and generally enjoying 
ourselves, eating really good seafood and things like that … and it was a two month trip 
and we did a lot of bird-watching and a lot of walking. And we kept a list for the trip 
and that sort of thing. 
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Following Hui (2013: 14), David’s “trip-list” traced his “stuttering patterns of travel-as-a-
birder”. At the end of each day David recalled the pleasure derived from bird-watching 
through writing a trip-list.	The bird-list was then deployed in spatialised travel narratives not 
only in terms of “collecting” different parts of Australia but in making sense of places as 
‘home’ for particular bird species. Again, the identity work of the trip-list for David is not to 
differentiate himself within a community of bird-watchers, but rather to help make sense of 
the places he travels through. He discusses explicitly how visiting certain locations and 
keeping trip-lists contributes to self-actualisation and making sense of places by learning 
where and how to look and identify birds. David recalls the sense of fulfilment and pleasure 
he experienced through keeping a trip-list while travelling in South America:  
 
David: We’ve got a list of what we saw on Galapagos. We ticked the book on that 
because we got a book on the wildlife of the Galapagos so you went [makes noise and 
motion to indicate ticking down a list]. On the Amazon trip the organisers provided a 
check list of what we were likely to see and I think we ticked that off and it’s in a 
cupboard somewhere [laughs].  
Carrie: Yeah, just because it was given to you? Like you wouldn’t have necessarily 
made a list if it wasn’t given to you do you think? 
David: Um well we were there for ten days and by the end of the ten days there were 
probably close to a hundred birds that I could recognise by sight and put a common 
name to because the guy who was leading the trip knew his stuff and said, “That’s a 
Bat Falcon” and you’d go “Hmm, alright, memorise!” And you develop search 
images and things like that. So that was that sort of thing. Ecuador we went down to a 
rainforest, but just to look at Hummingbirds for a day; again with a guide who said, 
“That’s that, that’s that, that’s that” and you’d go “Hmmm … tick, tick” [laughs].  
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Life- and trip-lists are just two ways to detail one’s travel practice and relationships to birds 
and place. Listing becomes a way through which people who watch birds communicate their 
experiences to others, particularly like-minded people. Life- and trip-lists represent more than 
a collection of bird species. The writing of lists reveals how the practice of bird-watching is 
shaped by personal histories, experiences and life-courses and in turn shapes future travel and 
travel practices that blur the boundaries between ‘home’ and ‘away’. The dissemination and 
consumption of personal narratives around lists and listing practices contribute to the 




We have centred our paper on the spatial imperative of subjectivity to rethink practices of 
bird-watching. Thinking about the spatial imperative of these skilled practices enables us to 
better understand what motivates people to actively encounter, identify and list birds without 
recourse to pre-existing social hierarchies and categories. Through this analysis, we have 
argued that the practices of bird-watching and listing are inherently geographical questions. 
Our findings illustrate how the motivation to encounter, identify and list birds is always more 
than becoming familiar with the taxonomic classifications found in field-guides, and 
disciplining the body in particular ways in terms of where and how to look. While the skilled 
practice of encountering and listing birds is embedded in long historical, social and cultural 
geographies of ornithology, there are important personal geographies to these practices, 
identities and knowledge. Keeping a bird-list may have little to do with accruing social and 
cultural capital. Instead, the pleasure of the practice of keeping a particular type of list was 
spoken about in terms of relations between subjectivities and spaces, both home and away. 
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Our research illustrates the pleasures of bird-watching and listing as spatial practices that 
make possible connections with like-minded people as part of a convivial community of 
practitioners. 
 
Implications of this study for future research are at least twofold. First, we urge scholars to 
move beyond the notion that bird-watchers’ motivations, practices and experiences are 
premised on pre-configured hierarchical categories playing out against an environmental 
backdrop. Paying attention to the sensory and situated encounter with birds foregrounds the 
importance of knowledge-in-practice in the production and contestation of subjectivities, 
places and environmental knowledge. There is much more work to be undertaken to better 
understand the embodied geographical knowledge underpinning the practices of bird-
watching and listing, including the therapeutic affects that circulate in encounters with birds. 
Second, bird-watching potentially offers a way to think through the relationships connecting 
environmental responsibility with pleasurable experiences. Lorimer (2012: 182) draws 
attention to the emergence of the ‘experience economy’ that underpins nature-based tourism.  
Rather than dismissing bird-watching as a middle-class indulgence by focusing on 
ecotourism, we argue that it is possible to think of the joyful experiences of watching birds as 
part of a what Soper (2008) termed a ‘new hedonist imaginary’, which does not rely on 
notions of the ‘good life’ underpinned by affluent consumption. This idea opens up 
possibilities to critically reflect on the ethics of bird-watching; and better understand how 
people who practice bird-watching may, or may not, take responsibility for maintaining the 
places/environments that support their lives. 
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